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IN5320 - Development in Platform Ecosystems
Lecture 10: Summary

16th of November 2020
Department of Informatics, University of Oslo
Magnus Li - magl@ifi.uio.no



OBS - recording of lectures on Zoom

The live lectures on Zoom are recorded. The recordings will be made publicly available online on the 
course page for the whole duration of the semester. This has some implications for your privacy:

● If you unmute your microphone or web-camera to ask questions during the session, this will be made part of the recording. By 
doing so, you thus agree to be made part of the recording publicly available online.

● If you want to avoid being part of the recording, you may ask questions in the Zoom-chat during the lecture.

● At the end of each lecture, we will have a Q/A session that is not recorded. 
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- Good job on the course project!

- Many interesting solutions

- In general, it appears that the DHIS2 UI design system and the app platform has 
helped improve the final results of the project work

- We hope it was fun and interesting!
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Course project
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Learning outcome

https://www.uio.no/studier/emner/matnat/ifi/IN5320/


Final exam
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- 27th of November

- Individual

- Four hours

- At home

- In Inspera

- Graded A - F

Students are to demonstrate an understanding of the theoretical topic(s) of the 
course

- Digital platforms, and particularly software/innovation platforms



Final exam
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All aids are allowed (syllabus articles, online resources, notes, etc.) It is not allowed to  collaborate and 
communicate with others during the exam. Students may be selected for a control interview to assess the 
ownership of their delivery. The interview will not affect the grade of the exam, but in suspicion of cheating the 
department can issue a suspicion-of-cheating case.

More information:

- https://www.mn.uio.no/english/about/hse/corona/kontrollsamtale.html
- https://www.uio.no/english/about/regulations/studies/studies-examinations/routines-cheating.html



Final exam

Questions are based on what we have talked about in the lectures and the 
mandatory readings. 

● 4 discussion questions (ca 20 - 30 % each)

○ Aim is to show your ability to reflect and discuss important aspects of the 
theoretical topics of the course using concepts from the syllabus. 

○ Example format: Explain what is meant by X and discuss how it Y 

 Resources for exam preparations 
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https://www.uio.no/studier/emner/matnat/ifi/IN5320/h20/exam-preparation/


Final exam

The format of the exam

The aim of this exam is for you to show your ability to reflect and discuss 
important aspects of the theoretical topics of the course using concepts from the 
syllabus. The exam has four questions where you are asked to explain and discuss 
certain aspects. 

- When asked to explain a concept or phenomenon we expect you to be as 
thorough and elaborate as possible to sufficiently illustrate your 
understanding of it. 

- When asked to discuss, we expect you to use any relevant knowledge from 
the course syllabus (e.g., concepts, arguments, phenomenon, examples) to 
shed light on the phenomenon of focus, and argue for and against different 
perspectives.
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Most relevant topics from lectures for the exam

- Platform ecosystems fundamental concepts

- Design within enterprise platform ecosystems

- Platforms and innovation

- Platforms in the public sector and within complex infrastructures

- Software licensing
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Topics for the exam



Topic summary
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Information Systems
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An information system is not the information 
technology alone, but the system that emerges 

from the mutually transformational interactions 
between the information technology and the 

organization. 

(Allen S. Lee, 2004)



Information Systems
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Information system = technology <--> organization(s)



Complexity

Complicated systems

Linear behavior

Total is equal to the sum of its 
parts 
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Complex systems

Non-linear behavior (change in input is 
not proportional to new output)

System can not be fully understood by 
investigating its parts.

“Complexity stems from the number and type of relationships between 
the systems’ components and between the system and its 
environment” (Hanseth & Lyytinen, 2010)



Why is it complex?
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Our system

Other system

Other system

Other system

- Too many unknowns
- Too many interrelated factors



Information Systems
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Socio-technical complexity



- Blueprints of previous, current, or future arrangement of components and their 
relations in an information system (purely technical, or socio-technical) 

- Architectures can act as constraining or enabling of desired aspects such as 

- Innovation

- Design

- Implementation

- Maintenance

- Scalability

- Customization

- Reusability

- A key aim is to reduce complexity
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Software architectures



Software architectures
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Silo-systems

System 1

System 2 System 5

System 6 System 7System 3
System 4

System 8

New system

New system



Standards
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- Standards are fundamental in Information Systems

Platform core Interface
(API)

App

App

App

Standard



Platforms

Two types of digital platforms:

- Transaction platforms
Facilitates interaction between participants in a market or network

- Innovation platforms (software platforms or platform architectures)
Facilitates innovation by enabling efficient use and reorganization of resources by a 
large audience.  
Main focus of this course

- Consumer software platforms
- Enterprise software platforms
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What is a platform?

“A software platform is a software-based product or service that serves as a foundation on 

which outside parties can build complementary products or services” - Tiwana 2013 p5

- Provides core functionality which is extendable
- Entails interfaces that allows third parties to develop apps that extend the functionality 

of the platform
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Platform core Interface
(API)

Core functionality

App

App

App



Core characteristics and concepts (Tiwana 2013)

- Multisided

- Network effects (same-sided, cross-sided)

- Multihoming

- Tipping point

- Lock-in

- Competitive durability

- Envelopment
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Boundary resources

“To successfully build platform ecosystems, the focus of the platform owner must shift from 
developing applications to providing resources that support third-party developers in their 
development work” - Ghazawneh & Henfridsson 2013 p 174

→ Boundary resources: resources enabling third party development through tools and 
regulations
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Platform coreApp

Platform owner 
Third parties / app 
developers

Boundary 
reso

urce
s



Boundary resources

- To enable innovation, design and development of new functionality to the platform.
- To control the platform and its evolution in some desired direction.

Therefore: boundary resources has to be designed with the balance between these two in 
mind. 
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Platform owner Third parties / app 
developers

Boundary re
sources

Use Design

-Proactive
-Reactive



Three levels of architecture
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Tiwana 2013, p85



Generic software platforms and 
design (+ innovation)
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Software is built for different use-contexts and audiences. Two overall categories:

- Consumer software 

- Enterprise software

- Enterprise software are often rather extensive, for instance, Enterprise Resource 
Planning Software, Project Management Software, Logistics Management Software, 
Human Resource software.

- In health: Electronic Medical Records software, Health Management information 
software, 

- Becomes an integral part of organizational information systems
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Software projects



Different models for developing software

- Bespoke software development (build from scratch to the specific organization)

- Open Source Software (either just open source code, or community-driven 
development)

- Generic ‘packaged’, ‘off-the-shelf’, or ‘product’ software
- Customizable off-the-shelf software (COTS)

- Software platforms (extendable, central control of core, community of third-parties)
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Software projects



For enterprises: ‘buy or build?’

- Buy: Adopt generic software that has been developed to serve a market of 
organizations with the ‘same’ needs.

- Configured for the respective organizations

- Build: Involve consultants or in-house developers to build bespoke software from 
scratch, specifically to the needs of the organization.

Pros and cons with each approach
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Software projects



Bespoke

Flexibility and proximity to build 
based on existing practice and 
specific organizational needs
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Implications for design-processes

Organization 

Software 

Generic software

Design for market of several 
‘similar’ organizations. 

A process of generification where 
shared traits are emphasized and 
specifics are filtered out.

Software



Two types of software platforms

- Consumer Software Platforms

- Enterprise Software Platforms

May differ in the rationale behind third-party module/app development

Consumer platform (e.g., Android, iOS)

- To innovate generic apps for large/global audience
- Maintenance to be controlled by third-party

Enterprise software platform (e.g., SAP, DHIS2)

- To develop specific apps that fits better within organization of implementation (app 
development as means of software customization)

- To open up innovation of generic modules/apps for third-party firms
- A general aim is to minimize maintenance on the level of implementation. 
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Software platforms



Enterprise software platform strategy

- Not just about software architecture

Platform strategy in the context of enterprise software is about:

“moving the locus of product development from within the firm toward independent third‐party firms, 
so‐called complementors. Complementors develop products and services on top of the platform. Platform 
owners seek to leverage the expertise of a diverse community of complementors that creatively develop 
novel capabilities unforeseen in the platform's original design. Essentially, platform strategies require an 
enterprise software vendor to focus less on managing product and service development within their 
boundaries, focusing instead on the careful governance of complementors in order to profit from their 
development outcomes.” 

(Foerderer et al. 2019, p. 119)
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Enterprise software platforms

A major challenge for large-scale / generic enterprise software development:

+ Making software that is usable and provides locally relevant functionality to 
end-users
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Enterprise software platforms

Variety
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Alt 1: Everyone uses their 
own systems

Alt 2: Everyone use the 
same system

Alt 3: Combination



Enterprise software platforms

Variety
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Alt 1: Everyone uses their 
own systems

- Complexity
- Problem of 

integration
- Inefficient?
- Halts innovation



Enterprise software platforms

Variety
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Alt 2: Everyone use the 
same system

- Usability
- Local relevance and 

utility
- Innovation



Enterprise software platforms

Variety
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Alt 3: Combination

- Platform architecture 
may support this

- Enable innovation
- Usability and local 

relevance and utility
- Scalability
- Adaptability

Generic 
core 

(Standard)

Apps
High design-flexibility



Platform design flexibility
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Opening up the software architecture for the development of third-party apps could be one 
way of balancing variety and standards

Generic 
core

Apps
High design-flexibility

Tiwana 2013



Variety and standards: Ruter
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Ruter 
platform 

core

Apps
High design-flexibility



Variety and standards: DHIS2
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DHIS2 
core

Apps
High design-flexibility

Doctor's diary

Commodity 
dispensing

AMR system

Commodity 
management

League tables

COVID Work list

COVID cluster 
management



- Platforms enable a distributed type of software development

- “Software Ecosystems”

- One generic process → development of the core (proprietary or open source)
- Boundary resources

- Many ‘bespoke’ processes related to custom apps. 

- Can be seen as a development/design ecosystem

- Or: a design infrastructure, supporting design and innovation of software on multiple 
levels and in different constituencies.
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Platforms and software projects



Final exam
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Example: long answer question
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Name an example of a software platform ecosystem and discuss 
how it meets the definition and characteristics of a platform 
ecosystem using concepts you see relevant from the course 
literature (e.g., architecture, multi-sidedness, boundary resources, 
competitive advantage, network effects, etc.). (20%)



Example: long answer question
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Explain what is meant by "boundary resource", and discuss their 
role in platform ecosystems. (15%)



- The exam is 240 minutes in total

- Total of 100 points.

- 1% / 1 point = 2,4 minutes. 

- 5% question = 12 min.

- 10% question = 24 min.
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Tip: time management



- The discussion/long answer questions are quite extensive (up to 40%)

- It may be wise to read all questions first and keep a paper note where you first 
make an outline of how you will answer each (main points for discussion)

- When you answer other questions, ideas for the discussion questions might 
emerge → note them down on your draft.  
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Tip: preparing for the discussion



- Thank you for a great semester!

- We hope that both the practical and theoretical parts have been valuable and 
interesting!

- Now: read and work with the exam questions posted on the course page.

- Maybe you could continue the great collaboration in your project group to work 
towards the exam?

- It is possible to ask questions related to the theoretical exam on Mattermost, and 
I’m available on email. 

- Good luck on your final exam, and further with your masters!
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Final words


